MPP - 051

by Radler

The comp leted grid will reveal a question and, with a little searching, its answer.
Provide that answer in order to enter the comp etition.
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Across
9 A vessel starting to show
small cracks (3-6)
10 Jerk evades justice producing
Daisy's bag (5)
11 Overlooked wife wearing
fleece, flip-flops, and no
uniform (7)
12 Outlining British Bobby's
brief: completion of enquiry ...
into this? (7)
13 Being relatively unsuccessful,
managed by playing to
audience (15)
16/20 Means excuse to get
curtains (3,3)
18 Faithful in congregation due
out by Sabbath (7)
20 See 16
21 Tender derrière gets sun
abroad (10,5)
24 Realise everything about

20
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Bishop's activity in court (7)
26 Half stripped dress off to
tackle shower (7)
27 Case handle gripped hard (5)
28 Supermarket hierarchy (4,5)
Down

7 One track mind about sex! I
feed it lines (4,4)
8 Flat conveyer's endeavour to
house one (4)
14 Set menu? (6,4)
15 Devout die and grief
unleashed (3-7)

1 I fell from boat pursuing Sir
Henry (10)

17 Any young person in speaking
for majority (8)

2 News reporter trapped by
peripheral damage (6)

19 Much of Sabbath in essence,
one's church provides
religious ceremony (3,5)

3 Heating system worked hard,
lost temperature, timber's
restricted (3-5)

22 Could be done by you,
informally dressed in black (6)

4 One found by the wayside
fallen on bug (4-6)

23 How are the groups getting
ready to eat again? (6)

5 Employer's bluster, wanting
sandwich (4)

24 Reflective light-sensitive
screens put one inside another
(4)

6 Brown note placed on counter
(6)

25 Sentence, primarily factual,
opening fiction (4)

